[Characteristics of selected features of hereditary ovarian cancer in carriers of constitutional BRCA1 gene mutation].
Hereditary ovarian cancer in BRCA1 constitutional mutation carriers shows a characteristic clinical pattern. Evaluation of the type of mutation, age of onset, clinical stage (FIGO) and morphological grade (G) of ovarian cancers in BRCA1 mutation carriers. We analyzed 16 cases of hereditary ovarian cancers from 14 families. The cases were included into studied group as a result of evaluation of pedigree criteria and molecular-genetic analyses detecting constitutional mutation--5382insC, C61G, 4153delA--founder mutations dominating the Polish population. The following features were compared between studied and control group: C1--age of onset of ovarian cancer in 5-year intervals (below 35, 40, 45, 50 and 55 years of age); C2--clinical staging (FIGO) I/II or III/IV: C3--grading (G1-G3). The data were analyzed statistically. Age of onset < 50, OR--2.52 is highly characteristic for BRCA1 mutation carries. Similarly the staging III/IV is more often observed in studied group--OR 2.71. The most characteristic of studied group is high morphological grading--OR 12.38. 1. Features of HOC in studied material and in other populations are similar 2. High morphological grading is the most characteristic for HOC in BRCA1 carriers.